Abstract. Seismic attributes have been widely used in seismic object detection. While no unique attribute is expected to perfectly identify the targeted object, various attributes contributing to the same purpose should be utilized simultaneously when performing detection. Artificial neural network has been successfully applied in seismic object detection by combining multiple attributes into a single object-sensitive attribute. An optimized neural network fault detection approach was introduced by a case study from Stratton field, south Texas, United States. Results indicate that the new produced "fault probability" attribute could suppress the surrounding noises and highlight the faults. Application of ant-tracking to the fault-cube shows more convincible results than to individual attributes. In addition, several potential cross-strike fractures increase the structural complexity. The neural network-based fault detection contributes to better structural interpretation and is of great significance to hydrocarbon exploration, especially in area with complex fault system.
Introduction
Since fault has great significances for the storage and migration of hydrocarbon resources, fault detection is considered to be one of the most important components of seismic interpretation in petroleum exploration [1] . With the development of seismic visualization and image processing technologies, various methods have been developed and widely used for imaging the geometry of faults in the subsurface.
Traditionally, fault interpretation was done by visual inspection of vertical seismic sections and time-slices [2] . This method is subjective and time consuming in areas with complex fault system or low signal-to-noise ratio, particularly when detecting subtle faults. Seismic attribute analysis, as an effective method, has been successfully applied in fault interpretation over the past decade. Various attributes that are sensitive to faults and fractures, such as coherence [3, 4] and curvature [5, 6] , have been proposed and proved useful in delineating faults and predicting fractures distributions in seismic data. Since each attribute does not highlight a specific geological object but highlight all seismic samples with similar attribute responses, this yields noises on attribute map and may lead to incorrect interpretation [7] . Consequently, there is no unique attribute which could perfectly identify the object, and different attributes should be integrated to serve the same object detection [2] .
Considering the contribution of different attributes to fault detection, a neural network-based object detection method is optimized and utilized in this paper to combine fault-sensitive attributes into a new attribute which illustrates the probability of faults in seismic volume [7] . This new attribute highlights the faults only and increases the continuity of faults in Stratton field, south Texas, United States. Improvements are achieved by applying ant-tracking to the produced fault-cube rather than to individual attributes. Several cross-strike lineaments are clearly delineated, which increase the structural complexity and may affect the storage and migration of hydrocarbon resources. This method improves the detection capability of attributes, and can be applied in detecting the other seismic objects. 
Methodology
Artificial Neural Network. A fully connected multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network was used in this study. MLP is a feed-forward artificial neural network that consists of three layers, an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. In this method, attributes that extracted at examples locations are trained by MLP to classify the attributes into two output sets representing fault and non-fault. During the training process, a supervised learning technique called "back-propagation" is applied to minimize the error on the test data by adjusting the weights associated with all the interconnected perceptron [1] .
The selected attributes are combined into a single attribute that improves fault detection power by aligned clusters of high fault probability values [2] . The new produced attribute values range from 0 to 1, with higher value means higher fault probability. Optimized Workflow. The basic workflow of this neural network based fault detection method is composed of several steps (Fig. 1) . First, examples of fault and non-fault are respectively picked on seismic cross sections or time-slices. Next, fault-sensitive attributes are defined to be an attribute set. Following this step, a MLP artificial neural network is trained on selected attributes extracted at the picked fault and the non-fault locations. Finally, the trained neural network is applied to the entire seismic cube to produce a fault probability cube.
Optionally, the results can be improved by the application of several optimizations in the process. At the beginning, fault enhancement filters can be applied to condition the input volume and emphasize discontinuities. The most time consuming part is the optimization of attribute parameters. Once the output fault-cube is generated, image enhancement filters can be utilized to improve the general quality for interpretation [8] . Since any changes in the input layer yield different outputs, the results can be further enhanced by iterating the process [2] .
Attribute Selection
Attributes. Regarding the object of detection, attributes that sensitive to faults and fractures should be selected. The mainly used attributes were discussed in the following section.
Similarity. As a discontinuity attribute, similarity is an alternative algorithm of "coherency" that expresses the "likeness" of two adjacent trace segments. Since the trace segments are considered to be vectors in hyperspace, similarity is then defined as one minus the Euclidean distance between the vectors of two trace segments, normalized over the vector lengths [2, 9] . The value of similarity varies 
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Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering between 0 and 1. A higher value means more similarity between the trace segments. Faults are discontinuities in the cube that show low value [2] . Compared with conventional coherence attribute, similarity not only calculates the phase differences but also considers the amplitude differences between trace segments. Dip-steering. The calculation of discontinuity attribute always compares two or more trace segments. In a horizontally layered dataset this comparison works well. While in a dipping environment, dip will introduce a phase shift in the trace segment in the same way as a fault does [9] , and the results will deteriorate. Consider the influence of dip on fault detection, technique that is called as "dip-steering" should be applied to get a better way of comparisons between trace segments. Dip-steering technique follows the direction which is adjusted by local dip and azimuth information at the position to find the trace segments that should be compared. Several discontinuity attributes can be calculated form the dip-steering cube, and the detection power will be greatly improved. In this study, full steering is used to follow the local dip and azimuth trace by trace.
Curvature. As a geometric attribute, curvature describes the bending of reflectors in seismic data. Geologically, it shows high correlation with folds and flexures in deformed strata. Curvature has been widely applied in identifying faults and predicting fractures in recent years. There are various curvature attributes, and each of them has its own characteristics. The most positive curvature and most negative curvature are the most commonly used curvature attributes, and were successfully proved in fault and fracture detection. While the most positive curvature highlights the anticline and domal features, the most negative curvature highlights the syncline and bowl features [10] .
Spectral Decomposition. The seismic signal can be decomposed into its constituent frequencies, which shows phase and amplitude components to specific wavelengths. The amplitude component works well in mapping of bed thickness and detecting geological discontinuities, and the phase component response to the lateral discontinuities. The increased resolution of seismic data by spectral decomposition can show the faults and fractures which are unrecognizable by other attributes. Attribute Set. Since the character of faults and quality of seismic data varies from data set to data set, unique attribute set should be defined on purpose [2] . Attributes that promote delineating of faults and fractures should be selected, and each of them should be repeatedly tested with different parameters, like time gate, inline/crossline stepout, and other settings. Based on visual inspection and comparisons, parameters were optimized, and an attribute set were defined to generate fault probability cube. It contains 22 attributes, including similarity, energy, frequency, curvature, dip and other attributes. The mainly used attributes are summarized in Table 1 . 
Training Results and Discussion
The dataset used in this study is from a public domain 3D seismic survey in Stratton field, south Texas, United States. The study area is located within the passive continental margin along the Texas Gulf coast. Regarding the typical extensional setting, the dominant structural pattern in this field is
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normal faults and associated roll-over anticline. Numerous secondary synthetic and antithetic faults are developed in the hanging wall.
For the training purpose, we manually picked 2992 examples at the fault locations and 2351 examples at the non-fault locations. This process was improved by picking on several cross sections of a fault-enhanced cube which is an optimized result of the original volume by applied a fault enhancement filter. The examples were randomly split into two sets, 75% of them were used for training and the remaining 25% for testing. Neural network training is normally stopped when the error on the test set reduces to a constant minimum. Since the training result is determined by the input data, any changes in example locations will yield different outputs. In this case, example picking and training were repeated and modified for several times until the results were considered acceptable. Figure 2 shows several individual attributes and combined fault-cube result. All these attributes indicate the hanging wall was deformed by the approximately north-south trending faults. The traditional variance attribute (Fig. 2b) shows a noisy background and the faults have poor continuity. Similarity and curvature attributes increase the resolution and show better fault continuity, but the background still have low signal-to-noise ratio, especially at the middle and northern portion denoted by circles in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2c . Fig. 2d is a color-blended map view of the spectral decomposition (Red-15 hz, Green-28 hz, Blue-40 hz) that suggests better continuity at the main fault (white arrows), but poor resolution. Compared with single attributes, the fault probability attribute suppresses the background noise, and increases the contrast between fault and surroundings. Faults show better continuity and linear features, especially at the northern part where noisy results are shown at the individual attribute map. These improvements would favor the further interpretation. 
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After the fault-cube has been produced, a ridge enhancement filter was applied to the result. Besides the north-south trending faults, the optimized fault-cube (Fig. 2f) shows several cross-strike lineaments which are not found in previous studies. In addition, the most positive curvature shows similar lineaments. They probably indicate subtle cross-strike fractures that impact the storage and migration of hydrocarbon resources. Also there is a possibility that they might be acquisition footprint. Further investigation is needed in the future. Ant-tracking is a powerful attribute that captures continuous features along the fault surface in seismic volume. Applying ant-tracking to fault-sensitive attribute will result in a highly detailed mapping of discontinuities which always used for automatic fault extraction. Performing ant-tacking on variance shows discontinuities parallel to each other which are geologic unconvincing (Fig. 3a) . However, the result of ant-tracking of fault-cube is more consistent with the interpretation (Fig. 3b) , and is more acceptable.
Different fault-sensitive attributes in the user-defined attribute set give a different expression at fault location, and each of them makes a certain contribution to the final result. The neural network-based method combines multiple attributes into a single attribute which is able to highlight only the faults by clustered attributes responses. The new produced attribute is superior to the individual attributes. It significantly increased the contrast between faults and their surroundings. Highlighted faults are more continuous than faults identified by conventional methods. Since this method show a high capability of noise suppression, it would be helpful for doing fault interpretation in complex fault system area where show high noise. The misinterpretation resulted from visual inspection can be avoided, and the interpretation result can be more accurate and reliable.
As a semi-automatic fault detection approach, dependence of detection on professional knowledge is limited. In addition, interpreter's insights are incorporated in the process in terms of picking examples and defining attribute set. It means that result will be improved when geological information is considered. In some cases, the results show quite broad faults which are not good for fault interpretation, and this can be improved by adjusting example pickings and attribute selection or creating another fault-cube based on the firstly generated fault-cube.
In the conventional way, when doing interpretation in complex area, it is hard to manually separate faults from the noise. Lots of investigations should be done and combined together to make the final interpretation. This is a time-consuming and sometimes problematic procedure. However, assisted with this supervised learning approach, examples can be picked at fault locations with high confidence, and computer will do inspection in the high noisy area. This makes the interpretation much objective and reliable.
Conclusion
Attributes with potential to highlight faults and fractures are combined into a single fault probability attribute by applying a neural network-based fault detection method. This newly produced attribute suggests better results than individual attributes. The contrast between faults and their surroundings is enhanced, and the impact of noise on interpretation is reduced. By applying this method to a fractured reservoir in Stratton field, south Texas, the results demonstrate that, the continuities of north-south trending faults are improved, and several cross-strike lineaments which increase the structural complexity are observed. Further studies are needed to reveal their relationship with regional structure and their impact on hydrocarbon exploration. Application of ant-tracking to fault probability attribute shows more convincible and acceptable results that could serve the seismic interpretation.
This workflow was optimized by applying fault enhancement filter to the input volume, optimization of attribute parameters and performing image enhancement on result fault-cube. The results can be further improved by iterating the process. Although the impaction of visual inspection on result was limited by this method, results can be improved when geological information is considered. Compared with the conventional attribute analysis, this fault detection method shows better results in area with complex fault system. Besides faults, this method can be used to enhance the visibility of other geological objects.
